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Abstract

Key Management is a major challenge to achieve secu-
rity in wireless sensor networks. In most of the schemes
presented for key management in wireless sensor networks,
it is assumed that the sensor nodes have the same capabil-
ity. The recent research has shown that the survivability of
the network can be improved if sensor nodes are grouped in
clusters in which a powerful cluster head assigned. How-
ever, to gain advantages of clustering in order to find an
efficient key management scheme needs more research. In
this paper, we investigate the key management in cluster-
based wireless sensor networks using both private and pub-
lic key cryptography. Our goal is to introduce a platform in
which public key cryptography is used to establish a secure
link between sensor nodes and gateways. Instead of pre-
loading a large number of keys into the sensor nodes, each
node requests a session key from the gateway to establish
a secure link with its neighbors after clustering phase. The
security analysis and performance evaluation show that the
proposed scheme has significant saving in storage space,
transmission overhead, and perfect resilience against node
capture.

1. Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have recently at-

tracted much attention because of their wide range of ap-

plication, such as military, environmental monitoring, and

heath care industry. Unlike wired and Mobile Ad hoc Net-

works, wireless sensor networks are infrastructure-less and

can operate in any environment as compared to the tradi-

tional networks. Wireless sensor networks mainly consist

of large number of tiny and simple nodes that are randomly

deployed in operating areas unattended [1]. Some com-

mercially available sensor nodes, such as Berkeley MICAz

mote, include limited computational capability (8MHZ and

8-bit), with few memory (128KB programing memory)

[15]. Security in WSNs has been receiving much attention

in the literature. In most cases, the symmetric-key based

key schemes have been presented [2, 3, 4, 7]. As shown

in these schemes, the use of public key cryptography is not

suitable for WSNs because it exceeds the computational and

memory storage of the device. Note that none of the pro-

posed schemes would provide the flexibility offered by the

public-key-based solutions. Instead, symmetric-key based

key management schemes are used [16].

In hierarchical WSNs, sensor nodes are clustered and a

gateway or cluster head is allocated for each cluster. Gate-

way nodes are more powerful in computational capability,

memory storage, life time, and communication range as

compared to other nodes. In this paper, we propose a frame-

work for key management in cluster based WSNs using a

hybrid technique of public key and symmetric key cryptog-

raphy. A symmetric key is assigned dynamically to sensor

nodes to establish a secure link with their neighbors. A pub-

lic key is pre-loaded to the sensor nodes and gateways for

communicating with each other. Because gateway nodes

are powerful, using Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [9]

as a lightweight public key cryptography would not provide

overhead in the network. Unlike the homogeneous WSNs

where its key management scheme needs to pre-load high

number of keys for individual nodes, it is not necessary for

a sensor node in the clustered WSNs to keep all other nodes’

key in its memory. As a result, the overall network commu-

nications and storage overhead will be reduced if the pro-

posed scheme is used.

2. Previous Work

The first simple scheme [7] proposed for key manage-

ment in WSNs assumes that the resource constraint nature

of nodes in the homogeneous networks prevents them to

use public key cryptography. Therefore, the key and key

materials should be pre-loaded to each sensor node prior

to deployments [7]. Eschenauer and Gligor (hereafter it

is referred to as EG) first presented a basic random key

pre-distribution scheme where each node is preloaded with

some random keys from a large key pool [7]. To improve
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the network resiliency against node capture, Chan et al. [2]

proposed a scheme called q − composite. Many other im-

provements are proposed based on the mentioned schemes

[16]. All key management schemes have mainly considered

homogeneous and balanced deployment of nodes in WSNs.

However, such networks have poor performance and scala-

bility [16]. Many schemes designed for homogeneous sen-

sor networks suffer from high computation and communi-

cation overheads. At present, there are only few key man-

agement schemes for heterogeneous WSNs. For instance,

Du et al. [6] and Lu et al. [11] independently proposed

a key management scheme for heterogeneous WSNs based

on the random key pre-distribution and polynomial key pre-

distribution scheme. The scheme presented in [6] pre-loads

a large number of keys in each powerful sensor nodes (de-

noted as H-sensors) and very small number of keys in weak

nodes (denoted as L-sensor) nodes based on probabilistic

techniques. Lu et al. in [11] presents a framework based

on polynomial key pre-distribution schemes for key man-

agement in peer-to-peer WSNs with heterogeneous sensor

nodes.

Two main techniques for public key cryptography are RSA

and ECC [16]. Traditionally until 2004, these schemes have

been thought to be expensive, heavy weight and slow for

WSNs. Recently, several researchers have improved pub-

lic key cryptography in WSNs [14]. Implementing pub-

lic key cryptography in WSNs is challenging. This is be-

cause sensor nodes have limited resources and spending

too much processor’s time and power on additional crypto-

graphic computations is costly. By using ECC, it is shown

in [14] that Public key Cryptography (PKC) is indeed fea-

sible in WSNs. For a given security level, ECC demands

considerably less resources than the conventional PKC [12].

ECC has been the top choice among various PKC options

due to its fast computation, small key size, and compact

signatures. PKC is also a reality in sensor nodes. There

exist some ECC libraries for software implementations of

sensor networks: TinyECC proposed by Liu and Ning [10]

and WMECC proposed by Wang and Li [15]. Also it is

possible to use Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm

(ECDSA) without time synchronization for signing and ver-

ifying a message in the most common sensor nodes used

nowadays, i.e.,MICAz [15]. Thus, it is desirable to explore

the use of PKC on resource constrained sensor platforms

[13].

3. Network Model

The system architecture for clustered WSNs is shown

in Figure 1. The network includes the Base Station (BS),

gateways, and sensor nodes. Gateways are less-energy-

constrained and tamper resistant as compared to other

nodes. Sensor nodes can communicate with each other if
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Figure 1. Clustered WSNs with multi-gateway
and a Base Station (BS)

they are within a certain range. Communication between

nodes is over a single channel and TDMA protocol can be

used to provide MAC layer communication. Base station

is assumed to be secure and trusted by all the nodes in the

network. Moreover, it is assumed that sensor and gateway

nodes are stationary and all nodes are assumed to be aware

of their position information through the technique that is

used in [8], [5].

Network setup is performed in two phases; Network

Bootstrapping and Clustering. In the bootstrapping stage,

gateways discover the nodes that are located in their com-

munication range. Gateways broadcast a message indicat-

ing the start of clustering. Each gateway starts the clus-

tering at a different instance of time in order to avoid col-

lisions. Sensor nodes also broadcast a message with their

maximum transmission power indicating their location and

energy reserved in this message. Each discovered node in

this phase is included in a per-gateway range set. In the

clustering phase, gateways calculate the cost of communi-

cations with each node in the range set. This information is

then exchanged between all gateways. Upon receiving the

information from all other gateways, each gateway starts

clustering the sensor nodes, based on the communication

cost and the current load on its cluster. When the cluster-

ing is over, all the sensors are informed about the ID of the

cluster they belong to. Since gateways share the common

information during clustering, each sensor node is picked

by only one gateway [8]. For further information regarding

the clustering scheme, refer to [8, 5].

3.1. Gateway Based Routing

In multihop clustered WSNs, a hierarchical structure is

formed. An intra-cluster routing scheme is used to deter-

mine how to route packets from sensor nodes to the gateway

in a multihop manner. Each sensor node sends a message,

including its ID, its neighboring nodes, and its location in-
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formation to the gateway. Gateways construct Least-Cost-

Path (LCP) routing or Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) to

reach sensor nodes. As the gateways are powerful and have

sufficient memory resources, one broadcast is enough to

cover all the sensor nodes in each cluster. However, in case

of large number of nodes and huge clusters, gateways can

broadcast in multiple times. On the other hand, broadcast

from gateways must be authenticated with sensor nodes to

prevent attacks and fake messages from adversaries. In this

case, broadcast authentication can be provided with, for ex-

ample, the ECDSA digital signature scheme [10], without

requiring time synchronization. An alternate routing algo-

rithm is needed to ensure reliable communication among

sensor nodes in emergency conditions. Sensor nodes may

find different parent nodes to reach the gateway so that they

can reserve them for future routing algorithm in case of any

changes.

3.2. Revisiting EG and q− composite Schemes

The basic scheme proposed in [7] can be revisited for

the clustered WSN. Given the same generated key pool size

of P , we store a key ring of size g in the gateways, and

a key ring of size m, g � m in each sensor node. The

probability of a sensor node and its gateway to have at least

one common key is [16]:

P [Match] = 1− (P −m)!(P − g)!

P !(P − g −m)!
. (1)

Recall that in the original q − composite scheme [2], each

key ring is randomly drawn from a key pool. In such

scheme, two nodes can establish a direct communication

link if and only if they share q or more common keys and

then the link is encrypted with the key obtained by hashing

of common keys [2]. Thus an increase in q leads to a signifi-

cant increase in the number of keys stored by all the sensors.

In the clustered WSNs, it is possible to reduce the burden of

the q − composite scheme in sensor nodes while retaining

its security advantages. Note that the probability of a node

and a gateway holding exactly i common key equals [6]:

p(i) =

(P
i

)( P−i
(g−i)+(m−i)

)((g−i)+(m−i)
m−i

)

(P
g

)(P
m

) . (2)

Therefore, the probability that two nodes share at least q
keys is: Pc =1−∑q−1

i=0 p(i). For a given minimum connec-

tivity probability p, the largest key pool size can be com-

puted such that Pc ≥ p.

4. Proposed Key Management for Clustered
WSNs

Typical packet size in WSNs are 30 bytes [1]. As com-

pared to other PKC schemes, ECC has small message ex-

Table 1. Notations for the proposed scheme
Notation Definition

N Number of nodes in the network

G Number of clusters

P u
ni

,P r
ni

Public & private key of node ni, 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1

P u
Gj

, P r
Gj

Public & private key of gateway Gj , 0 ≤ j ≤ G− 1

P u
BS Public key for base station

n
′
i Expected neighbors of node ni

n
′′
i Neighbors of node ni involved in routing

PG Total number of keys in each gateway

Pn Total number of keys in each sensor

idGj
Unique id of gateway Gj

K
i,i

′ Symmetric key between node i and node i
′
in a cluster

pansion for encryption and a little more power consump-

tion. On most WSNs, transmitting a single bit costs as much

power as executing 1000 instructions [15]. Small message

size and low overhead are the main features of ECC. There-

fore, instead of using symmetric key based on probabilistic

approaches, we propose to use a public key management

scheme based on ECC and Diffie-Hellman key exchange

scheme.

To generate the required pair of public and private keys

for sensor nodes and gateways, a server based on ECC is

used [15]. The proposed key management scheme is given

in Table 2 which is explained below:

Key Pre-loading phase: The following two steps are as-

signed by server before deployment: Step 1: Each gateway

Gj , 0 ≤ j ≤ G − 1 is assigned a unique idGj and is pre-

loaded with the public key of all sensor nodes, its own pub-

lic and private keys, i.e., (Pu
Gj

, P r
Gj

), and the public key of

base station (Pu
BS).

Step 2: The sensor node ni, is assigned a unique idni
with

its private and public keys (P r
ni

, Pu
ni

) and public key of all

the gateways (P u
Gj

, 0 ≤ j ≤ G− 1) in the network.

Broadcast authentication: Since all nodes know the public

key of their gateway Gj , broadcast authentication of gate-

ways by its sensor nodes using a low cost ECDSA signa-

ture verification can be done. This digital signature can

be verified by sensor nodes knowing the public keys of

gateway nodes. Step 1: The gateway Gj broadcasts mes-

sage Bj obtained by encrypting the concatenation of its

public key Pu
Gj

and idGj
using it’s private key P r

Gj
, i.e.,

Bj = EP r
Gj

(idGj ‖ P u
Gj

). Step 2: Each node ni in the

cluster j authenticates the received message Bj by decrypt-

ing it using the public key of gateway Gj , i.e., ni verifies:

DP u
Gj

(Bj).
Key distribution: Having all the other nodes public key

in the network is not beneficial due to storage overhead in

nodes. Step 1: Therefore, a sensor node has to send a re-

quest all the way to the gateway node in its entire cluster,
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which includes idni , location of ni, and list of its neighbors

(n
′
i). A sensor node may send the session-key request mes-

sage with the LCP routing algorithm to the gateway. Step 2:
Upon receiving the session key request by the gateway, the

gateway will send the ECC encrypted pairwise key (K
′

i,i′ )

between the node i and its neighbor node i′, by using the

public key of ni, i.e., K
′
i,i′ = EP u

ni
(Ki,i

′ ). As the sensor

nodes need to establish a communication link related to its

routing algorithm, it needs the session key between itself

and at least n
′′
i other neighbor nodes ( n

′
i > n

′′
i ≥ 2), where

n
′′
i is the number of neighbors of node i involved in its rout-

ing algorithm. As an example, in Figure 1, node 2 in C1

and C2 needs at least two session keys of neighbor nodes,

while node 4 in C3, needs at least the session keys of its

three neighbor nodes.

Now, two new schemes can be utilized: (i) A sensor node

asks for the public keys of its neighbors from the gateway

and the gateway may send the other neighbor’s public key

to a sensor node in a plain-text. Note that, the idea of ask-

ing for public key’s of other neighbors is not feasible be-

cause it will increase the communication overhead. (ii) The

sensor node ni sends symmetric-key request to the gate-

way, upon receiving the request, gateway generates a ran-

dom key Ki,i′ , which is for symmetric cryptography al-

gorithm, e.g., SKIPJACK. Then, the gateway will encrypt

the session-key shared between node ni and its requested

neighbors with ECC, using public key (Pu
ni

) and then uni-

cast it to the node ni. Step 3: Each sensor node decrypts

the message received from the gateway with its own private

key (P r
ni

) and gets the symmetric key shared with the other

neighbor nodes, then it can establish secure communication

with all (needed) neighbor nodes. After a certain time all

the sensor nodes in each cluster will obtain a session key

which is shared with their neighbors.

5. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our pro-

posed scheme. Experiments are performed on our own sim-

ulator written in C++. In our simulations, we use N = 1000
nodes deployed in a A = 1000 × 1000 m2 with G = 10
clusters and gateways. Transmission radius is set up to

d = 100m for each node and the packet size is assigned

40 bytes for data packets.

5.1. Storage Saving

Assume that the network contains N nodes and the num-

ber of gateways are G, the optimal number of gateways can

be achieved by calculating average energy consumption and

load balanced clustering [8] as explained above. Each gate-

way, say Gj , should be pre-loaded PG = N + 4, {(P u
ni

, 0 ≤

Table 2. Key management algorithm
Before Deployment: Key Pre-loading
Step 1. Server → Gj:
idGj ‖ (P u

ni
) ‖ (P u

Gj
, P r

Gj
)‖ (P u

BS)

Step 2. Server → ni

idni ‖ (P u
ni

, P r
ni

) ‖ (P u
G)

Broadcast Authentication
Step 1. Gj → ni(gateway Gj broadcasts to all
nodes in its cluster)
Bj = EP r

Gj
(idGj ‖ P u

Gj
)

Step 2. ni verifies: DP u
Gj

(Bj)

After Deployment: Key distribution
Step 1. ni → Gj (All nodes in the cluster J
broadcasts to gateway Gj)
idni ‖ nonce ‖ Location of ni ‖ List (n′i)
Step 2. Gj → ni (unicast): K

′
i,i′ = EP u

ni
(Ki,i

′ )

Step 3. ni calculates: DP r
ni

(K
′
i,i

′ ) = Ki,i
′

i ≤ N − 1), (P u
Gj

, P r
Gj

), Pnn, P u
BS}. The sensor node ni in

the network should be pre-loaded with (P r
ni

, P u
ni

) and public

key of all the gateways in the network (P u
Gj

, 0 ≤ j ≤ G− 1),

which is embedded to the nodes before deployment. There-

fore, the number of total keys that should be pre-loaded in

each sensor node is 2 + G.

After the bootstrapping and clustering, each sensor node re-

ceives a session key shared between its neighbors. There-

fore the number of total keys in each sensor node will be

Pn = 2 + G + n
′′
i , with 2 ≤ n

′′
i < n

′
i. The approximate

number of expected neighbors of each nodes can be calcu-

lated knowing the network density and transmission range

of sensor nodes [1]. Compared to the basic key management

scheme, the number of overall keys stored in the network

can be significantly reduced in the proposed scheme. As an

example: Assume the number of nodes is N = 1000, and

with optimal clustering, we can achieve a minimum num-

ber of gateways of G = 10 [8]. Thus we have 10 clusters

in the network with the number of sensors being dependent

on load balanced clustering. The total number of keys pre-

loaded in each gateway would be 1004.

Assuming that the transmission range of each node is d =
100m. Then, the average number of neighbors for each sen-

sor node will be [1]:

n′i =
Nπd2

A
≈ 31. (3)

Therefore, the number of total keys in each sensor node will

be Pn = 43, to achieve complete connected network. As

shown in (1) for a basic scheme where the P is the key pool

size, we can say that there is almost a 95% chance, that

two nodes will have a single shared key with P = 5, 000,

and a chain of 120 keys. While 328 keys are needed to
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have five-nine (0.99999) connectivity. In case of clustered

sensor nodes with the EG scheme (EGC), it needs g = 750
keys for a gateway and m = 50 for each node to have the

five-nine connectivity. However, for our proposed scheme

with clustered sensor nodes, it requires roughly one third of

storage needed for the clustered EG basic scheme.

5.2. Transmission Overhead

In the proposed scheme, each sensor node needs at least

two other neighbors to establish a link to reach the gateway.

All previous work, including this paper has assumed that

all the nodes within a neighborhood are within transmission

range of each other. We will evaluate the impact of hav-

ing smaller radius than neighborhood radius. As it is shown

above, the total number of neighbors in a typical network

is about 31 nodes. We now vary the transmission range

of a node, d between 10% and 70% of the neighborhood

radius. We set the number of session key to each sensor

node to have five-nine connectivity in a neighborhood of 31
nodes which all are within transmission range. The basic

EG scheme, requires 50 keys/node [7]. Since each individ-

ual node does not need to connect to the gateway directly,

it is possible to have a significant saving in the transmission

and in the energy consumption of the network.

From [8], let αt and αr be energy/bit consumed by the

transmitter and receiver nodes, respectively. Then the con-

sumed energy in transmitter (ETx) and receiver (ERx) to

send r bits will be:

ETx = (αt + αamp.d2)× r (4)

and,

ERx = αr × r,

Where αamp is energy dissipated in the transmitter, and the

path loss estimated as 1/d2. The simulation results are

shown in Figure 2. It indicates that with a small trans-

mission radius, the number of the nodes connected to their

neighbors are small. For the EGC scheme, which is the

clustered form of EG scheme, the probability of a gateway

being within range of a node is small. Since the sensor

nodes have small number of keys in this case, there is a

very low probability that they can securely connect to the

network. As the transmission radius grows from 0.1 to 0.3

(horizontal axis) in Figure 2, our scheme achieves about 25
nodes (vertical axis) and the EGC and basic the EG scheme

reach 22 and 17 neighbor nodes, respectively. The fact re-

mains that in our scheme, reducing the transmission radius

(to 0.5) achieves 27 neighbor nodes.
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5.3. Security Analysis

We assume that the gateways in the proposed scheme

are tamper proof. Each node is pre-loaded with a unique

private key and a unique public key. After bootstrapping

phase, and during the clustering phase, each node will get a

session key. As the session key is pairwise, sensor nodes are

able to verify the identities of the nodes to which they are

communicating. An adversary is unable to impersonate the

identity of any node except by capturing it, so it can support

the node-to-node authentication. Obviously capturing node

ni, will jeopardize just (P r
ni

, Pu
ni

) and the pubic key of all

gateways and reveals no information about the links that is

not directly involved in communications with compromised

node ni.

As the number of compromised nodes increases both the

basic EG scheme and theq − composite scheme expose

more fraction of network to adversary. Since more keys
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are pre-loaded in sensor nodes of the basic EG scheme, the

adversary may utilize more information about other links

in network. In our proposed scheme each sensor node pre-

loaded with a unique private key before deployment, and

after deployment each node includes different number of

symmetric shared keys. Therefore, capturing a node does

not effect to the security of the rest nodes, and the best re-

siliency against node capture can be obtained. So the frac-

tion of the network that can be compromised is always zero.

The results illustrated in Figure 3 explain the need to

understand the neighborhood size in terms of transmission

range and connectivity probability. For achieving the tar-

get connectivity, adequate number of keys are needed to de-

ploy in each sensor node. With decreasing transmission ra-

dius to 0.3 in order to reach a 22 nodes in the EGC scheme

as shown in Figure 2, it will obtain 0.99 connectivity (see

Figure 3). While our scheme obtains five-nine connectivity

with having 25 nodes (i.e. 25 session keys should be re-

quested by a node ni to obtain 0.99999 connectivity) in its

neighborhood. As a results, significant energy saving can

be obtained by reducing the transmission range while hav-

ing the same secure connectivity.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a key management

scheme for clustered WSNs which uses both public and

symmetric key cryptography. We have used public key

cryptography for giving a session key to a sensor node

which has already requested for a session key through its

potential neighbors. Our proposed scheme not only does re-

duce the transmission range and hence power consumption

but also reduces the risk of single or multiple node capture.

Significant storage saving can also be obtained as compared

to the previous schemes. Key revocation for the proposed

scheme will be considered in our future research.
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